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 Challenging Narratives: Crossovers in Prime Time

 J. RICHARD KJELSTRUP

 WHEN THE CHARACTERS OF CROSSING JOR

 DAN (2001-) and Las Vegas (2003-) showed
 up on each other's shows on NBC in November

 2004, and again in October 2005, they were
 only the most recent in a fairly long line of

 crossover episodes in long-running TV dramas.
 The phenomenon of crossovers is characterized
 by a storyline that starts in an episode of one

 show and concludes in an episode of another
 show. One or more of the characters of each

 show also "follow" the story over to the other

 series. Typically, both shows run on the same

 network and they are often broadcast during

 periods called "sweeps." Sweeps occurs three
 times a year; they are the four-week periods
 when television ratings are measured to set
 the rates for national spot advertising (Brown

 544).1 Crossover is a strategy designed to at
 tract (more) viewers so that the networks in

 turn can negotiate (higher) advertising rates:

 the bigger the audience, the higher the rates.

 Crossovers are but one way of creating atten

 tion to attract audiences during sweeps peri
 ods. As such, crossovers must be understood

 as part of a broader framework of special
 events programming.

 This programming tactic is obvious from an

 economic and industrial perspective, but the
 episodes themselves prompt more intriguing
 questions related to quite different aspects.
 First is the question of what happens to these
 crossovers after their initial and carefully

 planned broadcast. In the first case I will dis

 cuss, one of the original episodes has been al
 tered for its afterlife in syndication. What does

 this do to the crossover, both the original and

 the altered one, and how shall we interpret this
 transformation? Second, how can crossover
 narratives be accounted for at the textual and

 stylistic level? What happens to audio-visual
 styles and narrative formats when two distinct

 series merge? Finally, there is a question of how

 these crossover narratives can be explained by
 theory. Have they have been dealt with at all in

 critical studies? Is the blending of two different

 fictional worlds a form of intertext calling for

 theories of intertextuality, or do they demand
 an alternative approach?

 I will present three pairs of crossovers, from

 the last three decades, in order to pursue these

 issues. The first is Magnum, P.I. (1980-88) and
 Murder, She Wrote (1984-96); the second,
 Law & Order (1990-) and Homicide: Life on
 the Street (1993-99); and the third, Crossing
 Jordan and Las Vegas. The episodes them
 selves are quite different, and the questions
 mentioned above do not relate to all of them.

 The spread in the material allows for a certain

 variety and may also suggest changes in how
 crossovers are constructed over the years. By

 looking at crossovers over an extended period
 we may also expect that they cast light on dif

 ferent aspects of this phenomenon, such as
 how they are blended, how they are prepared
 for syndication, and how different television

 styles come together. Moreover, all fit into the

 broader crime genre. The episodes in the first

 pair of crossovers, from the 1980s, both belong

 j. richard kjelstrup is a research fellow in the
 Department of Media and Communication at the
 University of Oslo, Norway.
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 to the detective genre; the second pair, from

 the 1990s, belong to the police genre; and the

 last pair consists of one forensic drama and

 one what we loosely can call an action drama
 (Las Vegas revolves around the security unit at
 a casino). While these series are very different,

 their main narrative ingredient is criminal acts,

 and this makes a crossover fairly plausible in

 terms of story motivation.

 Magnum, P.I. and Murder, She Wrote:
 Whodunit for the Private Eye

 The crossover episodes of Magnum, P.L and
 Murder, She Wrote were first broadcast in 1986,

 on 19 and 23 November, respectively. The Mag

 num episode was entitled "Novel Connection,"
 and it was the premier episode ofthat show's
 seventh season. This case is a peculiar one,

 and it clearly shows some of the challenges in
 volved in crossovers, on several levels. In order

 to understand the intriguing implications of this

 case, a brief description is necessary.
 "Novel Connection" starts with the now

 dated form of preview of the content of

 "tonight's episode." The story begins with the
 arrival of three women?Pamela Bates, Amy

 Salyer, and Joan Fulton?to Hawaii, where they
 will stay at the estate where Thomas Magnum
 (Tom Selleck) and Jonathan Higgins (John Hiller

 man) live. While driving to the estate, Higgins
 and the three women are forced off the road by

 another car. Magnum obviously wants to look
 into the matter but will not give Higgins the

 pleasure of having him beg. Mrs. Bates insists
 that they leave it to a friend of hers who is

 expected to arrive shortly. By voice-over, Mag
 num refers to this person as "the big mainland

 investigator" and a "guy," and he even specu
 lates that this person perhaps is "a myth."

 When Murder, She Wrote's Jessica B. Fletcher

 (Angela Lansbury) arrives, Magnum is surprised
 that she is a woman, and a famous one, too.

 He stutters on about how he thought she was
 "a he" and that "she is an author" and also an

 investigator. Both Mrs. Bates and Fletcher, how

 ever, deny that she is an investigator, saying

 she is merely there to "help." And for the rest of

 the episode, it is Magnum who does the actual
 investigating (following people, checking out

 leads, talking to the police).
 What makes this episode particularly inter

 esting and problematic is that it exists in two

 versions, with two completely different end

 ings. The version shown in syndication has
 been altered so that the story ends in the Mag

 num episode.2 Furthermore, the syndicated
 version is the only one publicly available.3 This

 one?the syndicated version?concludes with
 Magnum having his theory confirmed by his

 prime suspect, who, we are told, has been ar
 rested and pleaded guilty. There is full closure

 and thus no cliffhanger leading to the Murder,

 She Wrote (MSW) episode. In contrast, the epi
 sode as it aired in November 1986 ended with

 Magnum being arrested for killing a suspect

 (Mayfield); the suspect was found unarmed,
 in contradiction to Magnum's statement and

 perception of the situation (he shot back at
 Mayfield to protect himself). The original end

 ing is, however, summed up in the recap of the

 second part of the crossover, the MSW episode
 called "Magnum on Ice."4

 This crossover, then, raises the following

 questions: what happens when two different
 formats?the private eye action series and
 the whodunit?meet? What happens with the
 crossover as a whole when a new ending re

 places the original one? Does the new ending
 undermine the crossover narrative? In order to

 answer these questions we need to look closer
 at the episodes themselves.

 The title of the Magnum episode, "Novel
 Connection," gives away a lot of clues. Not only
 does it connote new acquaintances (Magnum
 and Fletcher, Higgins and Fletcher), but also
 intertextual connections, referring to the genre
 of crime novels and the books of). B. Fletcher

 in particular. Fletcher's name and books are
 familiar to Higgins, the caretaker of the estate

 where Magnum lives, but the content of Fletch

 er's books seems novel to Magnum himself.

 Similarly, MSW may have been unfamiliar to

 some viewers of Magnum, but it was probably
 well known to most (and probably still is), and
 vice versa. The title also points to the (new) sto
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 ryline stretching out of one fictional world and
 into another one?in other terms, a crossover
 narrative.

 All the action in the two episodes takes place
 in Magnum's Hawaii. There is, however, a dif

 ference in the characters' importance in the two

 episodes. Fletcher plays second fiddle in the
 Magnum installment, while Magnum is rele
 gated to the same position in MSWs "Magnum
 on Ice." The title of the latter has already clearly

 suggested this.
 One significant feature of this crossover is

 the meeting between the two investigators and
 the clash of their different forms of detective

 work, a theme that is heavily exploited in both

 episodes. Their differences in method and
 investigative technique make for tensions that

 are used not only for comic relief but also as
 narrative drives. In fact, these tensions are the

 reasons the story carries over from Magnum

 into MSW? that is, in the original broadcast ver

 sion: Magnum ends up in jail, so Fletcher has
 to continue the investigation to clear him of the

 false charges.
 Faced with a competitor of another school,

 Magnum sees himself as a "competent profes
 sional" and an investigator. He gives Fletcher
 credit for having "good instincts" and "inter

 esting observations," but he feels that deep
 inside she sees herself as "the consummate

 crime solver"; in Magnum's opinion she clearly
 is not. His way, as he is portrayed here, is the
 nonintellectual way?gut feelings rather than
 deductions. He is a descendent of the classic

 hardboiled private eye, adjusted to the yuppie
 era of the 1980s. This is not, however, how he

 sees himself. His self-conception is in stark op
 position to how he actually acts and resonates.
 What we see Magnum do ridicules the authority
 of his voice-over narrative and his own self-con

 ception. In Higgins's words, which mirror what

 is obvious to the viewer, Magnum bases his
 investigation on "a hunch rather than deduc

 tive reasoning." Playing up to Magnum's preju
 dices about her, Fletcher "suggests" towards
 the end of the episode that she has "a hunch"
 about who the hit man is after. To this Magnum

 replies, rather patronizingly, that he "don't play

 hunches. I stick to logic and deductive reason
 ing." He ends his condescending lecture by
 saying that this is the logic of "relativity. That's

 the kind of knowledge that makes me a private

 investigator and you a novelist, and a very good

 one." Her reply, that she is convinced he is
 "normally good" at what he does, leaves Mag
 num with a puzzled face. It is the face of a man

 who has not only underestimated his fellow

 traveler in crime solving and overestimated his

 own capabilities, but who has profoundly mis
 understood what deductive reasoning and logic
 mean. This and similar exchanges throughout

 the episode are not merely comic moments;

 more important, they are metareflections on
 the detective genre. The encounters between

 Magnum and Fletcher are playful rehearsals
 of what investigations based on hunches and
 deductive reasoning are and are not. On the
 other hand, we are naturally led to believe that

 Magnum is wrong all the time, when in fact he

 is not. Although his deductive reasoning (at

 least as he presents it) is not very convincing

 and would not stand a logical test, his hunches
 turn out to be correct. The clashes between the

 two characters also highlight the distinctive
 features of the closed murder mystery and the

 action-based private detective format.
 In the second part of the crossover, j. B.

 Fletcher solves the case through her trademark

 deductive reasoning, poking around and ask
 ing questions that leave her dialogue partners
 feeling superior, unaware that they have given

 away important clues. Magnum himself is

 "on ice" for approximately two-thirds of the

 episode, leaving the focus on Fletcher. Symp
 tomatically, when he gets out of jail and arrives

 back on the scene, it is as the rescuing muscle
 man. The only problem is that he is unarmed

 and puts both himself and Fletcher in danger.

 It is the police, Magnum's nemesis, who save
 them from being killed. He is effectively neu
 tralized throughout the episode, whereas he

 was the center of the action in the first.

 Gender conventions and prejudices are
 very much part of the confusion in "Novel

 Connection" and "Magnum on Ice." Magnum
 has, for instance, the sex of the "mainland
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 investigator" wrong because he assumes that
 an investigator must be a man like himself.

 Crucially, the gender issue is underplayed in
 the syndicated version: the original Magnum
 episode ended without closure, leaving it to
 Fletcher (in the next episode of MSW) to pick up
 the narrative threads and solve the case. The

 new, syndicated version, however, closes the

 open narrative, making Magnum's method the
 correct one and presenting Fletcher as a rather
 clueless novelist out of touch with the realities

 of the case and with investigative technique.
 As a result, the gender and power balance be
 tween the two characters are destabilized. The

 new ending has Magnum receiving one of Mrs.

 Fletcher's books, along with her congratula

 tions and her apologies for her wrong assump

 tions. The last image is of Magnum lying down

 on the coach with a satisfied grin, reading j. B.
 Fletcher's novel "The Umbrella Murders."

 The two investigators are continuously

 played against each other in the original cross
 over episodes, in a manner that mirrored the

 offscreen competitiveness between the two
 stars, Angela Lansbury and Tom Seileck (Trott).5

 At a deeper level, this collegial bickering shows
 how different approaches may still lead to the

 same truth, thereby rendering them somewhat

 equal and justifying not only both investigators'
 methods but both series' credibility. All this is

 removed by the new ending of "Novel Connec
 tion." It corrupts the crossover narrative and

 the metareflections on the detective genre that

 are so central in these two episodes. Maybe
 worse, it reestablishes old-fashioned gender
 biases: leave crime investigations to men with
 a cool, rational intellect.

 The removal of the original open ending and
 the substitution of a new one with full closure

 demonstrate the complexities involved in cross
 overs; there are qualitative differences between

 the original crossover and the syndicated one.

 This crossover also shows how playing with
 the one-hour, self-contained narrative format

 can generate metareflections?in this case, by
 combining two distinct subgenres, the private

 eye and the mystery. Moreover, it strengthens

 the impression of television fiction as a world

 of its own, a world where fictional characters

 indeed are subject to the coincidental meetings
 of ordinary life.

 If the two series are different in terms of

 genre conventions, the audio-visual styles
 are on the other hand remarkably similar. The
 aesthetics is pretty much the same in the two

 episodes and there is no obvious divergence
 between Magnum and MSW. When we continue
 to our next case, however, the differences in

 audio-visual style play a more important role.

 Law & Order and Homicide: Life on the
 Street-Aesthetic Mesh

 The second pair of crossovers is the "Baby, It's
 YouM episodes of Law & Order and Homicide:
 Life on the Street, broadcast on 12 and 14 No

 vember 1997, respectively. Over the years there

 have been six episodes where the characters
 of these two shows have crossed over to each

 other.6 "Baby, It's You" is the third and fourth
 of these. Relations between the characters in

 these two shows have, in other words, already
 been established. About twenty minutes into

 the Law& Order episode there is a reference
 to the New York detectives' colleagues down
 in Baltimore. On this cue, a cut takes us to the

 Homicide squad room. The change of scene is
 also indicated by the well-known intertitles of
 Law& Order, stating the location, date, and
 time of action.

 This first cut from Law& Order to Homicide

 illustrates the differences between the two

 shows. Law& Order is pointed and the dia
 logue leads somewhere specific, whereas in

 Homicide the characters spend a lot of story

 time on small talk and seemingly irrelevant

 conversations. The setting in Law& Order is

 Lieutenant Van Buren's (S. Epatha Merkerson)
 office, where she is having lunch with the two

 main detectives, Briscoe (jerry Orbach) and Cur
 tis (Benjamin Bratt). While eating they discuss
 this episode's murder case, and the conversa

 tion quickly turns to how they are going to fol

 low up on the "Baltimore angle." Briscoe says
 they know people in Baltimore ("down there"),

 and then the characters slip into some chitchat.
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 But even though they have seemingly strayed

 off the main subject, their dialogue is a direct

 lead-in to Homicide. The person they talk about
 is detective Munch, and it is he who picks up

 the phone from the New York police after the

 cut. A notable difference from the Magnum
 MSW crossover is that here there is a change
 of locale. Law& Order leaps into Homicide
 and vice versa; the characters from both series
 enter the fictional world of the other series.

 Both Law& Order and Homicide are present
 within one and the same episode, each with
 their unique audio-visual aesthetic and narra
 tive form.

 This cut marks not only a change of locale

 but also, and perhaps more significantly, a leap
 from one aesthetic paradigm to another. Law&
 Order is the more conventional of the two, with

 its shot/reverse shot editing and use of me

 dium close-ups. The eyeline matches are by the
 book and follow the dialogue around the table
 without missing a beat. Although the camera
 is hand held, conventional editing is employed
 and the images are stripped of any emotional
 interaction between camera and characters.

 In contrast, the first scene from the Homicide

 locale makes use of one long take, instead of
 cross-cutting between the talking detectives,

 and the hand-held camera is "panting" to keep
 up with both the movements of and the con
 versation between detectives Munch (Richard
 Beizer) and Falsone (Jon Seda). The Homicide
 audio track is also very distinct from that of Law

 & Order. Especially recognizable is the buzz of
 the squad room of Homicide and the ever-chim
 ing telephones, making these scenes grittier,

 seemingly captured on the fly. Furthermore,

 Homicide notoriously breaks almost every rule
 in the book regarding continuity editing and

 camera movements, using jump cuts and whip
 pans, violating the 180-degree rule, and letting
 the actors move around freely without position
 ing themselves in front of the camera. Where

 Law& Order seems painstakingly planned all
 the way through, particularly in its use of long
 takes, Homicide is made to look random and
 unrehearsed. Added to this are dissimilari

 ties in color palettes: the darker, bluish colors

 of New York City in Law& Order, the brown,

 earthly, or dirty, tones of the partly derelict

 Baltimore in Homicide. The acting styles of both

 shows, however, are naturalistic, and they ease
 the transition.

 Aside from the audio-visual aesthetics of

 these two episodes, the narrative conventions
 of the respective series are also put on display

 3

 Photo i: Cast members of Law & Order and

 Homicide: Life on the Street crossover (clock
 wise, far left): jerry Orbach, Kyle Secor, Richard
 Beizer, Benjamin Bratt, Jill Hennessey, and
 Andre Braugher.
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 and turned on their heads. In all but a very few

 episodes of Law & Order, there is some kind
 of closure; a jury reaches a verdict, and the

 episodes are routinely rounded off by posttrial

 conversation between the attorneys. In this

 crossover episode, however, the first suspect?
 who turns out to be innocent?is not arrested

 before the end of the episode, leaving no space
 for "trial time." The episode simply ends with a

 "to be continued" caption on a black screen.
 Especially for formulaic shows like Law

 & Order, where the narrative rarely extends

 outside of a single episode, a crossover story
 represents a break from strict convention.
 Moreover, the usual narrative structures of Law

 & Order and Homicide are markedly different.

 In Law& Order there is usually one case and
 one storyline and a surprising turn or twist in

 the course of the episode, but each episode
 is roughly divided in two: the first half, where

 we follow the detectives, and the second half

 where we see the district attorneys preparing
 and trying the case in court.7 By extending the
 narrative over into another series, the estab

 lished two-part structure is altered.

 Homicide, on the other hand, has multiple
 storylines, in part made possible (and neces
 sary) by the relatively large ensemble cast. Usu
 ally, however, one story comes to a conclusion
 in each episode. But breaking such expecta
 tions is part of the rule in Homicide. Longer

 story arcs involving the detectives' personal
 lives take up much of the story time, and crimi
 nal cases are from time to time left unsolved

 (marked by red names on the whiteboard in the

 squad room). When the two detectives from
 Law& Order come to Baltimore, they enter
 another fictional world. One result of this is

 that we see aspects of the characters that we

 don't usually see. Falsone (of Homicide) has
 problems with his ex-wife and turns to District

 Attorney McCoy (of Law & Order) for advice. The

 two develop a collegial, or perhaps a father
 son, relationship. For a character from Law&

 Order to stray off the strict narrative path that

 leads to the closure is unusual, if not excep
 tional. In this case, it is facilitated because
 he is in the fictional world of Homicide, where

 other conventions for character development

 apply. Similarly, the characters of Homicide are

 molded into a more plot-driven pattern when

 they are portrayed on Law& Order. Falsone
 and Munch, when in New York, tag along at the
 more efficient pace of the detectives and edit

 ing rhythms of Law & Order.
 The crossovers between Homicide and Law

 & Order make what Kristin Thompson calls "the

 mechanics of storytelling" evident (72). By this

 she means not only the different elements of
 a narrative, but also how those elements are

 put together. They include "dispersed exposi
 tion"?Thompson's term for various forms of

 recapping; plotlines?single or multiple?and
 how they are woven together; story arcs carry

 ing the narrative across episodes and seasons;
 the pacing and rhythm of storylines; the con

 flicts driving the story forward; act structure;

 cliffhangers; characterizations and character

 traits; linear causality; character-driven causal
 ity; story time; story space; and dialogue and
 dialogue hooks to bridge scenes. In most main
 stream film and television, the laying out of the

 story is invisible. The narrative composition

 and audio-visual style are much more apparent
 when both paradigms appear within one text.
 The meeting of narrative formats makes the

 characteristics of different forms of storytelling
 apparent. When these two shows meet, their

 specificity in terms of narrative arrangements
 and audio-visual styles are contrasted and, as
 a result, highlighted. Homicide's form of rep
 resentation is visible within Law& Order, and
 vice versa.

 Crossing Jordan and Las Vegas:
 Rational Forensics Meets Decadence
 and Moral Decay

 Although the differences between Crossing
 Jordan and Las Vegas are not as striking as the

 disparities between Law& Order and Homicide,
 they are nevertheless noticeable. The crossover
 starts with two characters from Las Vegas, Sa

 mantha Marquez (Vanessa Marcil) and Danny
 McCoy (Josh Duhamel), on the crime scene of

 Crossing Jordan in the episode called "What
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 Happens in Vegas Dies in Boston," which aired
 7 November 2004; the crossover ends with

 the Las Vegas episode "Two of a Kind," which
 aired the very next day. Not until about half an

 hour into the first episode, however, do the two

 characters from Crossing Jordan?Or. Jordan

 Cavanaugh (Jill Hennessy) and Woody Hoyt
 (Jerry O'Connell)?physically move from Boston

 (where Crossing Jordan is set) to Las Vegas.
 The music bridges the transition, picking up

 speed and tempo as the cut to Las Vegas ap
 proaches, accentuating the move from gloomy
 Boston to glitzy Las Vegas, stressing not only

 a visual change but one of tone and tempo as
 well. The shift in location, from East Coast stiff

 ness in Boston to the hedonism of Las Vegas,
 also allows for new sides of the characters to

 be expressed, just as in the Law& Order-Homi
 cide crossover. In a scene at a hotel room in the

 casino in the Las Vegas episode, Jordan Cava
 naugh and Danny McCoy participate in a swing
 ers strip poker game and end up in their under

 wear. As it did (more subtly) in Law& Order and
 Homicide, the transition here from one show to

 another opens up alternative behavioral spaces
 for the characters.8

 The first episode ends typically, with a cliff

 hanger: when the two characters from Crossing

 Jordan and one from Las Vegas track down
 the murder suspect, we hear three gun shots

 as the camera tilts up toward the Las Vegas
 skyline. Viewers are told that the story is "to
 be continued." Like all crossovers, at least

 in their first showing, the first episode ends

 without closure. The cliffhanger is a well-known
 device to lure viewers back after a commercial

 break, or next week or next season. But in

 crossovers?at least on first-time viewing?you
 have to catch the next episode of a different

 show to see the resolution. This challenges the
 unity of the series, at least temporarily. Unity of

 plot is a well-established convention in theater,
 mainstream film, literature, and television. As

 viewers, we expect that a murder or crime on

 Crossing Jordan or Law & Order or Magnum
 will be investigated and solved within the hour

 the broadcast lasts. Perhaps even more funda
 mental is the expectation that the crime in an

 episode of Las Vegas, Homicide, or Murder, She
 Wrote has not already occurred in an episode
 of a different show. In shows of a more serial

 kind, like Homicide and Crossing Jordan (where
 the long-running story arc revolves around who

 murdered Jordan's mother), spectators expect
 that at least one or two cases will be concluded

 every week and that the longer story lines will

 be followed up in later episodes?but later epi
 sodes of the same series, not of a different one.

 It is precisely this principle of unity that lies

 behind the syndicated version of the Magnum
 episode.

 On the second part, Las Vegas's "Two of
 a Kind," the narrative thread from Crossing

 Jordan is not picked up immediately. Instead
 we are introduced early to the episode's guest
 star, rap artist Snoop Dogg, who makes a

 3

 Photo 2: Crossing Jordan's Jill Hennessey
 with Las Vegas stars Josh Duhamel (left)
 and James Caan.
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 cameo appearance. Then Las Vegas's visual
 signature?the "whoosh!,"9the fast-forward

 tracking from one location to another?takes
 us to the scene where we were left off at the

 end of Crossing Jordan. The same sequence is
 replayed now, with a few alterations. The foot
 age is from the same shoot, but it has been

 edited differently. Moreover, Crossing Jordan

 is shot in letterbox format, whereas Las Vegas

 uses the more conventional television aspect
 ratio 4:3. Consequently, what we physically see
 in the frame is not exactly the same. The music
 has also been altered. The rock score from

 the first episode helped build to the climactic

 cliffhanger. In the Las Vegas episode, a piece
 of low-key instrumental music underscores
 the suspense. This time, however, we see
 the outcome of the armed standoff between

 the suspect and the Las Vegas and Crossing
 Jordan characters. This way of recapping the

 end of the earlier episode is more effective
 and allusive than the old-fashioned one used

 in the Magnum-MSW crossover. The first epi

 sode's cliffhanger develops, in the subsequent
 episode, into an action sequence with lots of
 shooting and running. The music whips into a

 hard, rhythmic score that adds intensity and

 drama to the fast-paced editing. This scene,
 which includes characters from both series,

 shows a clear demarcation between Las Vegas
 and the focus on intellectual rigor and scien
 tific forensic investigation in Crossing Jordan.
 The cold steel blue colors in the lab scenes of

 Crossing Jordan, featured prominently in most

 episodes, underscore the gaudy look of the
 hedonistic milieu of Las Vegas.

 The first cut from Crossing Jordan to the es

 tablishing montage of the Las Vegas location,

 described earlier, marks not only the transition

 from one city to another but also, and more

 importantly, the move from one show to the

 other and from one visual style to another. This

 cut indicates the flexibility of TV narratives and
 the relative ease with which television fiction

 can move from one text to another. Still, these

 two episodes are not blended as completely
 as the episodes in the Law& Order-Homicide
 crossover. The Crossing Jordan episode stays

 within its established stylistic patterns even
 after the transition to Las Vegas. But the move

 clearly underlines the crossing over, and it

 anticipates changes in audio-visual style that

 will be developed in full in the second episode.
 Rather than indicating that the aesthetics of
 each series is fixed and fenced off from all oth

 ers, this crossover (and the other two cases,

 too) demonstrates how easily different series,
 aesthetics, and even genres can be combined.

 In addition to the physical transition from
 one fictional world to another, the sequence in

 Crossing Jordan that leads to the physical move

 to Las Vegas also contains another, more com

 mon form of cross-reference. As they decide

 they need to go to Las Vegas, Jordan Cavana

 ugh refers to another forensic drama, namely

 CSI: "If we're gonna have to rely on Vegas CSU

 [Crime Scene Unit] to find anything, I think we

 are in a bit of trouble/' Together with the actual

 meeting of characters from different series,
 these kinds of references to other texts build

 an illusion of television as a parallel world of its
 own, where indeed, as Umberto Eco says, "the

 way we accept the representation of the actual
 world scarcely differs from the way we accept

 the representation of fictional worlds" (90).

 Television drama will always rely on the repre

 sentational aspect, on the one hand (relation to
 an external and somewhat familiar world), and

 on the imagination, on the other hand (creating
 an internal fictitious space). Crossovers can be
 said to tip this balance in favor of imagination

 by internalizing the representational aspect?
 the external world is other fictional worlds. The

 external world becomes primarily the world of
 TV drama and genre conventions.

 The decision not to merge aesthetics in the

 Crossing Jordan-Las Vegas crossover suggests
 that ratings were the primary motivation behind

 the crossover. And usually crossovers occur

 within one network and with a lot of promotion,

 though there have been cases where the story
 has crossed networks as well.10 In this case,

 where there is no recap of the first episode
 only a replay of the cliffhanger scene?it seems
 not only hoped for but even taken for granted
 that viewers watched the other show first.
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 These three pairs of crossovers raise ques
 tions about the meetings of texts. Usually, texts
 refer to other texts rather than interact with

 them. This referencing happens either explic

 itly, when one text quotes from or alludes to

 another, or implicitly, when one text uses an

 earlier one as a model or precondition. In the
 works discussed here, however, we have two

 texts?or better, perhaps, two different fictional

 worlds?that literally intermingle. They have,

 more or less, equal status. They move out of
 their own narrative space and into another, as if

 this was reality and not fiction. The question is,

 How we can conceptualize this? In Intertextual
 ity, Mary Orr lists crossover among the many

 alternative terms for intertextuality, but neither

 the term nor this phenomenon are treated in
 her book. Are crossovers a form of intertexts

 that theories of intertextuality can account for?

 Intertextuality

 It is common to call upon theories of intertex

 tuality when fictions spill into one another,

 or when one text mimics or parodies another,

 or when one text is particularly influenced by

 others. This is especially the case in studies of
 literature and popular culture. Theories of inter

 textuality are commonly applied to media texts
 as well, which refer to or reflect other texts,

 directly or indirectly. As Orr writes: "'Intertex

 tuality* as the generic name for interactions of

 'text* is indeed fitting and applicable to any
 electronic medium conceived after the closed

 forme [sic] of print text" (170). Since the phe

 nomenon of crossovers has, for the most part,
 been overlooked in television studies, theories

 of intertextuality are the natural place to search
 for a theoretical framework for crossovers. The

 first problem, however, is that the term inter

 textuality is so established that its meaning is

 often taken as self-evident and transparent. In
 critical works on television and film, therefore,

 the term is often used sloppily, with the result

 that its explanatory force is unclear and unac

 counted for. To avoid passing on this dubious
 heritage, I will first present a very brief account

 of different versions of intertextuality.

 Intertextual theories hail from literary stud

 ies, where narrative crossovers are rare, if not

 completely unimaginable. In a book on narra
 tive fiction, Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan defines

 story as narrated events (6). Theoretically, two

 events following each other chronologically

 are sufficient to constitute a story. According

 to Rimmon-Kenan, the implication of this basic

 supposition, however, is that these story events

 "occur in the same represented world" (19). The
 meeting in a single narrative of characters from

 different narratives is imaginable to Rimmon

 Kenan only as a form of narrative pastiche. As

 we have seen in this article, imagining such a

 thing is perhaps more of a challenge in literary
 fiction than it is in television: crossovers are

 made up of different represented worlds that

 interact easily.

 Intertextual theory is mostly occupied with
 how texts influence each other, whether ex

 plicitly or implicitly, and this is also how the

 concept is normally used in television studies.

 Broadly speaking, there are two main forms

 of intertextuality. The original, stemming

 from Bakhtin's notion of diabgism and Julia
 Kristeva's translation of the term into intertex

 tuality, maintains that every text is a reordering

 of already existing texts, a construction of "a

 mosaic of quotations" (Kristeva 66). Every text
 interacts with all the other texts in the textual

 corpus of a culture, unintentionally. In Roland
 Barthes's words, "literature itself is never any

 thing but a single text: the one text is not an
 (inductive) access to a Model, but entrance into
 a network with a thousand entrances" (12). This

 form of intertextuality situates texts in a larger

 historical and societal context (Kristeva 37).

 Ultimately, this intertextual theory explains how

 we make meaning of texts, and, consequently,
 why we can share and discuss our reading
 experiences with others. However, if literature

 and, correspondingly, TV series are one giant
 text, then we are left with no analytical tool to

 facilitate our understanding of how two or more

 single texts are related. This version of intertex

 tuality is best able to conceptualize the culture
 as a whole and the circulation of meaning and
 textual conventions.
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 The other main version of intertextuality is

 more literal, where references to other texts

 are explicit. This form of intertextuality is well

 known from popular culture, like the reference

 to CSI in the Crossing Jordan episode, although
 it can be found in more elevated art forms as

 well. Gerard Genette defines intertextuality as

 "a relationship of co-presence between two
 texts or among several texts" (1), and he lists

 textual features like quotations, plagiarism,

 and allusions as examples. Genette's only film

 example, though, is Woody Allen's Zelig (1983),
 the standard work for discussions of this kind of

 intertextuality. This kind of intertextual reading,

 however, can easily end up as a formalist con
 tent analysis, where all references to other texts

 are meticulously tracked down and registered,

 the whole thing disguised in eloquent scholarly
 prose. It works fine as a pop culture quiz, but it

 does not explain crossover narratives.
 None of these forms of intertextuality re

 sembles the phenomenon of crossovers. But
 Jim Collins seems to bring us closer. He claims

 to find a form of intertextuality that is character

 ized by "simultaneous presence of tradition
 ally contradictory discourses" in the film Diva

 (1981) and Umberto Eco's novel The Name of
 the Rose (1980): "In The Name of the Rose the
 detective form retains its validity and force, but
 is juxtaposed to other forms of discourse?the

 historical chronicle, philosophy, literary criti

 cism, theology, etc." (Collins, Uncommon 64).
 To Collins, this heterogeneity of discourses is

 what constitutes postmodern textuality, as op
 posed to a singular-discourse text such as a
 traditional detective novel. But simultaneous

 presence of different discourses is something
 other than simultaneous presence of two dis
 tinct narrative worlds, and none of the texts
 discussed in this article can be said to be

 postmodern in this sense, either. Still, Collins

 asks a question that is relevant to our case too:

 "What degree of presence justifies the use of

 the term [/nferfexf]?" (Uncommon 49). Is the

 copresence of two television texts a degree of

 presence that pushes the explanatory power of
 intertextual theory too far?

 John Fiske takes us somewhat nearer to our

 kind of interrelated texts by drawing intertextu

 ality along two dimensions, one horizontal and
 one vertical. Horizontal intertextuality is where

 relations "between primary texts" belong. Verti
 cal intertextuality is between a text and all the

 surrounding texts that bear a relation to it, like
 press material (Fiske 108). I shall leave the lat

 ter form out of discussion here. Along the hori
 zontal dimension, Fiske finds that television's

 fictional worlds cross paths, and that they do

 so in a more explicit way than do the worlds
 of film and literature. Yet he claims that even

 in television the relations between texts can

 only be suggested. This contradicts what we
 have seen in the case of crossovers, where the
 relations between different texts are manifest

 in the texts themselves. They are two primary

 texts linked horizontally. In crossovers, two

 different worlds are not only related but also
 intertwined. One reason theories of intertextu

 ality have not taken crossover texts into consid

 eration is that these theories originate in liter

 ary studies, where intertexuality usually means

 pastiche, what Fiske calls "an infinite parodic
 play of signifiers" (252). Another reason is that

 crossover is an overlooked, albeit minor, phe
 nomenon in the medium of television.

 Recently, William Irwin has questioned the

 very purpose of intertextual interpretation:
 "The central element of intertextual interpreta
 tion is to note and make connections between

 and among texts. Every text is potentially the
 intertext of every other text, and so reading

 becomes an infinite process" (235-36). If we
 agree with this assessment, it is an interpreta
 tive praxis that leads to what Collins has called
 "a formalist game of 'let's count the intertexts*"

 ("Postmodernism" 339). Again, a pop culture
 quiz. Irwin wants to abandon the concept alto
 gether, but residing as he does within literary

 studies, he misses out on the intertextual phe
 nomenon of crossovers. Here we have de facto

 connections between two texts. In other words,

 it seems that we are still left without a proper

 explanatory theory.

 Television certainly challenges intertextual

 theories by producing texts not typically found

 in literature or film. Although intertextuality
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 means "between texts," it seems the theory
 can best explain the circulation of texts in any

 given culture. Although this has by no means

 been an exhaustive exploration of how inter
 textual theories can account for crossovers,
 it seems that these theories are best suited

 to explaining at a more general level how in
 tertextuality generates meaning and helps to
 circulate cultural artifacts. If, however, inter

 textual theory can only account for how texts
 circulate, then it has little else to say to us, as

 Irwin argues. In order to grasp how and why

 these meetings of fiction are possible in TV,

 we have to find an additional approach. One
 promising concept developed for TV fiction is
 flexi-narrative.

 Flexi-Narrative

 Robin Nelson coined the term flexi-narrative

 in 1997, in his book TV Drama in Transition:

 Forms, Values and Cultural Change. The term
 emerged from a need to conceptualize the
 appropriation by prime time dramas of the
 narrative structures of soap operas. According
 to Nelson, the first step in prime time drama's
 transition from self-contained episodes to a
 more serial mode was its adaptation of the
 complex pattern of many different simultane
 ous narrative strands.11 The second step was

 its use of the fast-paced rhythms familiar from
 film, music videos, and commercials: "'Flexi

 narrative' denotes the fast-cut, segmented,

 multi-narrative structure which yields the

 ninety-second sound-and-vision byte form cur

 rently typical of popular TV drama" (Nelson 24).

 Nelson also points to another characteristic of
 TV drama over the last twenty-odd years, "the

 aestheticization of the image." In sum, Nelson
 sees two related tendencies in contemporary

 prime time drama: complex narrative patterns
 (i.e., flexi-narrative) and "visual spectacle"
 (i.e., flexiad) (21-25).
 Murder, She Wrote?and Magnum, to a

 certain extent?is an example of the old para
 digm of television narrative. In fact, Nelson's

 example of preflexi-narrative form is the who
 dunit detective story, which MSW typifies. In

 the irregular case of crossovers, however, the

 concept of flexi-narrative seems to account

 for what happens when two shows oriented
 toward resolution come together, although the

 old narrative paradigm to a large extent is kept

 even within this crossover. There is one subplot

 in Magnum, but in the MSW episode every

 thing is focused on the main narrative enigma
 of whodunit. As such, this crossover can be
 said to be emblematic of a transition from an

 old to a newer, more complex paradigm: from
 a resolution-oriented narrative to one where

 narrative strands are strung across several

 episodes, or, in the case of crossovers, across
 different series. This crossover breaks with the

 characteristic of flexi-narrative, however, in that

 there are not several stories integrated in each

 of the two episodes. Rather, characters from
 different series, and hence different fictional

 worlds, are integrated. The intention behind
 crossovers, that is, attracting new audiences,
 characterizes flexi-narratives as well: "Flexi

 narratives do not seek to channel a singular

 ideology but are plural in their very structures

 in recognition that audiences comprise a range

 of people with differing perspectives" (Nelson
 41). Multiple storylines are not what defines

 flexi-narrative, according to Nelson, but they

 are one of several possibilities for this narra

 tive structure. In the case of the Magnum-MSW
 crossover, it is the interrelation of two different

 narrative worlds that merits the flexi-narrative

 tag. At first it may seem a stretch to apply the
 term to a crossover like this one; but it makes

 sense to expand the concept because even this
 sort of crossover provides an experience similar
 to the flexi-narrative series with multiple plots.

 The latter achieves, according to Nelson, "nar
 rative structure which combines the allegedly

 'masculine* preference for action and narrative

 resolution with the supposedly 'feminine* fluid

 ity and open-endedness in story-telling with an

 emphasis on human interest. By combining a
 number of stories in one episode, it is indeed

 possible to appeal to a range of audience seg
 ments** (39). The same thing is achieved in the
 Magnum-MSW crossover: the two detectives
 bring with them not only two different inves
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 tigative methods, but two different narrative

 logics as well. The concept of flexi-narrative

 seems suited to account not only for multiple

 storylines but also for two (or potentially more)

 narrative worlds and logics woven together.

 The theory also accounts for the industrial-eco
 nomic strategy of capturing a bigger audience,

 one that does not normally watch one or the
 other series.

 With the exception of Law & Order, the series

 making up the other crossovers discussed here
 fit, even in their regular (i.e., noncrossover)

 episodes, more readily into the flexi-narrative

 form. As noted in the discussion of Crossing

 Jordan and Las Vegas, the audio track that ac

 companies the move from one locale to the
 other adds to the fast-paced rhythm, making

 that crossover a good example of what Nelson
 calls flexiad and flexi-narrative drama. This

 already established aesthetic eases the transi
 tion from Crossing Jordan to Las Vegas in the

 middle of the episode. But of the episodes dis
 cussed here, it is only in the Law& Order and
 Homicide crossover that you get a real sense of

 watching two opposite aesthetics within one
 and the same episode.

 Flexi-narratives are more open-ended and
 mark a move away from the problem-resolution
 structure of traditional narratives (Nelson 23,

 77). In this context, crossovers are open-ended
 beyond their own fictional reality, stretching

 the notion of flexibility from seriality within

 one drama to seriality between two or more

 dramas. As a result, a new fictional reality is
 established, one where characters of different

 television dramas actually meet, where the nar
 rative logic of one show may have an impact on

 the characters and the logic of the other show.

 For instance, the crossover between a plot
 driven and a character-driven show opens up

 a space where the characters of Law & Order

 can be more fleshed out?when they enter the
 fictional world of Homicide, where such charac

 ter development is part of the narrative logic.

 Similarly, the audio-visual styles of the two

 shows are played against each other. The same
 emancipation from established behavioral
 patterns and show conventions also occurs in

 the Crossing Jordan-Las Vegas crossover when
 Jordan Cavanaugh and Danny McCoy engage in
 a sexualized mode of behavior.

 Concluding Remarks

 The intended spillover of viewers from one
 show to the other in a crossover is obvious as

 an industry strategy and should not be under
 played. This intention is also often explicitly

 stated in the popular and industry press, and
 how successful it is can be read in the Nielsen

 ratings.12 But if we look at the texts themselves,
 there is also a value added; we see that there

 is more to crossovers than marketing savvy.

 Episodes that jump from one series to another
 illustrate how different narrative constructions

 and audio-visual styles can contrast each other.
 But they also demonstrate that two fictional

 worlds can be integrated relatively smoothly in
 television, and that one set of conventions can

 easily be abandoned in favor of another. Per
 haps equally important, they challenge estab
 lished theoretical positions?first and foremost
 intertextual theory?within television studies

 and the humanities at large.
 The audio-visual aesthetics, dramatic tem

 perament, and narrative structures of these

 crossovers relate to the concept of flexi-narra
 tive, more so than do regular episodes of con
 temporary TV drama. By connecting these two

 concepts (intertextuality and flexi-narrative) we
 make it clear that two or more texts are pres

 ent within each other simultaneously, directly

 related yet self-contained, not merely as echoes
 of earlier texts (Fiske 147). Intertextuality can

 explain part of the phenomenon?crossovers
 as a particular form of encounter between texts

 in popular culture. And flexi-narrative, together

 with concepts of audio-visual style, can help

 describe their particular composition, com
 plexities, and differences, as well as the new
 narrative spaces crossovers open up.

 After gaining our attention, out-of-the-ordi

 nary episodes can retain it for a number of rea

 sons. Within popular culture, these texts stand
 out as disruptions of narrative formats, conven

 tions, and preconceived notions of what consti
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 tutes a fictional world. The late British TV writer

 producer Dennis Potter sees such disruptions
 as a sign of quality in television drama: "It [i.e.,

 the best nonnaturalist drama] disrupts the pat
 terns that are endemic to television and upsets

 or exposes the narrative styles of so many of

 the other allegedly non-fiction programmes. It

 shows the frame in the picture when most tele

 vision is busy showing the picture in the frame"

 (37). I argue that some crossovers are capable
 of showing the frame in the picture, understood
 as the boundaries of each series' conventions,
 even within more conventional drama series.

 NOTES

 1. Sweeps also occur a fourth time, during summer,
 but the ratings are so low at that time of year that they
 have little effect on advertising rates.

 2. In short, syndication is the outlet for reruns of
 successful prime time series, i.e., a series of at least
 eighty episodes. According to the Encyclopedia of
 Television, "Syndication is the practice of selling
 rights to the presentation of television programs,
 especially to more than one customer, such as a
 television station, a cable channel, or a programming
 service such as a national broadcasting system_
 For the internal U.S. market, for example, syndication
 is the source of the 'reruns' often seen on network

 television, and of much material seen on cable net
 works" (Newcomb 3:1607).

 3. It also happens to be the only one in the archives
 of the Museum of Television and Radio in Los Ange
 les. My thanks to Robert Swanson, writer of the Mur
 der, She Wrote episode of the crossover, for making a
 tape of the original broadcast with the original ending
 available to me. In March 2006, after this essay was
 written, season three of Murder, She Wrote became
 available on DVD; it includes both episodes of the
 original crossover.

 4. The original broadcast of this Magnum episode,
 in prime time on a Wednesday night in 1986 on CBS,

 was the only time it was available to the public, until
 the release of the DVD. With the release of television

 series on DVD in recent years, formerly inaccessible
 programs have become increasingly available. And
 with DVD releases comes the need for extra material.

 On the season one DVD of Magnum, for example,
 we find the original crossover episodes of Magnum
 and Simon & Simon (1981-88), "Ki'is Don't Lie" and
 "Emeralds Are Not a Girl's Best Friend," respectively,
 which aired four years before the one I discuss here.
 This crossover was altered for syndication in the
 same way as the later one. On the DVD, however, the

 original Magnum episode has been resurrected and
 included with the Simon & Simon episode. But even

 with video and DVD there are instances where the

 original is lost. One example is the special one-hour
 episode of M*A*S*H (1972-83) called "Our Finest
 Hour": on the DVD one learns that "Over time the

 original master materials were damaged and proved
 to be unworthy of DVD release" (season 7, disc 1).
 Instead, it is the syndicated two-part version that has
 been included on the disc. In other words, the original
 is forever gone.

 5. This was also confirmed in a personal interview
 with Robert Swanson, writer of the Murder, She Wrote

 episode.
 6. Or, as one might rather say, three pairs of epi

 sodes. There is also one episode of Homicide where
 Detective Logan of law & Order shows up at the Bal
 timore railway station with a prisoner (Baltimore film
 maker and celebrity John Waters) for detective Frank
 Pembleton. This storyline is not followed up, however,
 and consequently does not qualify as a crossover. A
 cameo would be the precise term.

 7. Other exceptions exist: "D-Girl," "Turnaround,"
 and "Showtime" formed a three-parter set partly in
 Los Angeles. The narrative developed over the three
 episodes, with a trial at the end of the last.

 8. Apparently, this was the idea of actress Jill Hen
 nessy, who saw it as an opportunity "to visually show
 some sort of sexual subtextural relationship," and
 it was improvised during shooting (O'Hare). Michael
 Berns, writer and producer on Las Vegas, confirmed
 this to me (personal interview).

 9. The creative team of Las Vegas coined the term
 for this technique, according to Las Vegas writer and
 producer Michael Berns (personal interview).

 10. Most notably David E. Kelly's AliyMcBeal and
 The Practice, in the episodes "The Inmates" and
 "Axe Murderer." But apparently CBS turned down
 The X-Files (FOX 1993-2002) and Picket Fences (CBS
 1992-96) when they wanted to do a crossover (ac
 cording to Chris Carter at the Museum of Television
 and Radio's seminar on The X-Files). The Practice has
 also crossed over to Boston Public, which was on a
 different network. In both instances where shows

 have crossed networks, one person has been behind
 them: executive producer and creator David E. Kelley.

 11. Nelson is not the only one who has traced this
 transformation. See also Gitlin; Feuer; and Feuer, Kerr,

 and Vahimagi.
 12. Crossing Jordan actor Jill Hennessy, who also

 took credit for the idea of a crossover, said in an in

 terview with Zap2it: "From what I've heard, they have
 a very strong young male following and we've got a
 very strong young female following, which works very

 well for both of us_Put them together and they can
 procreate. I'm all forthat" (Renberg).
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